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Abstract—NBTI and PBTI are studied in IL/HK/MG gate
stacks having EOT down to ∼ 6Å and fabricated using low
T RTP based thermal IL and a novel IL/HK integration. At
equivalent EOT, proposed stacks provide improved NBTI and
similar PBTI when compared to conventional Chem-Ox IL based
HKMG stacks. EOT scaling achieved by RTP thermal IL scaling
shows lower rate of increase in NBTI and PBTI when compared
to Chem-Ox IL scavenged stacks. Impact of Nitrogen and role of
post HK nitridation are studied. Physical mechanism of improved
BTI in proposed stacks is discussed in detail.
Index Terms—HKMG, Chem-Ox IL, thermal IL, EOT scaling,
IL scaling, gate leakage, mobility, NBTI, PBTI, flicker noise,
DCIV, SILC, trap generation, charge trapping

I. I NTRODUCTION
Equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) scaling of MOSFET gate
stacks, consisting of interfacial layer (IL), High-k (HK) and
Metal Gate (MG), shown in Fig. 1, is necessary to maintain the
electrostatic integrity of sub 20nm node CMOS devices [1].
EOT scaling is feasible only if scaled gate stacks show good
gate leakage and mobility, as well as gate oxide reliability.
To achieve desired reliability, qualities of IL, IL/HK interface
and HK have to be carefully controlled. Scaling Atomic Layer
Deposition (ALD) based Hafnium Oxide (HfOx) HK below its
present thickness of ∼ 17Å is not beneficial. Therefore, further
EOT scaling must be achieved by IL thickness scaling.
Conventional Chemical Oxide (Chem-Ox) IL is formed by
wet chemistry at near room temperature (RT) [2]. EOT scaling
is achieved via the scavenging technique [3], and those stacks
show good gate leakage and mobility. However, IL scaling
by Chem-Ox scavenging shows drastic increase in Negative
(N) and Positive (P) Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) [4],
as 2X increase in VT shift (∆VT ) is observed for every 1Å
reduction in EOT. This poses a critical challenge to EOT
scaling for sub 20nm technology nodes and must be addressed.
Recently, gate stack fabrication has been demonstrated [5] in
a cluster tool system that integrates RTP based thermal IL [6]
and ALD HfOx without air-break. These stacks show EOT
scaling down to 6Å, with similar gate leakage and mobility but
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Fig. 1. Different gate insulator processes studied in this work: (a) Comparison
of Chem-Ox IL versus Thermal IL, and impact of (b) Post HK Nitridation
and (c) IL Scaling.

much improved BTI as compared to Chem-Ox IL scavenged
stacks. In this work, NBTI and PBTI of these novel gate stacks
are further studied in detail, and the impact of different gate
insulator processes are explored. The physical mechanisms
responsible for NBTI and PBTI improvement are analyzed.
The paper is divided into seven sections. Details of device
fabrication, physical characterization and time-zero electrical
measurements for gate leakage and mobility are discussed in
section II. NBTI and PBTI measurements and related analysis
are discussed in section III, and basic N, P BTI models are
discussed. The impact of gate insulator processes on N and
P BTI are discussed in Sections IV and V respectively. The
impact of IL scaling is discussed in section VI, followed by
conclusions in section VII.
II. FABRICATION D ETAILS
Full flow CMOS devices with different IL and ALD HfOx
HK, as shown in Fig. 2, have been fabricated in the Gate First
integration scheme. As a reference, Chem-Ox IL devices were
processed by using RT wet chemistry followed by standard 8
hour air-break prior to ALD HfOx deposition. Other stacks
were processed in a novel cluster tool system, which includes
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low T RTP based thermal IL and ALD HfOx under controlled
vacuum environment. Low T RTP is used for the formation of
ultra-thin IL (UT-IL) down to 3Å and mono-layer IL (ML-IL)
having thickness below 3Å. ML-IL stacks have novel Si top
surface passivation using nitrogen (N), and different N species
have been used in ML-IL 1 and ML-IL 2 stacks. Extreme EOT
scaling down to ∼ 6Å is achieved by ML-IL process. Post HK
nitridation (PHKN) of Chem-Ox and UT IL stacks has been
done using Decoupled Plasma Nitridation (DPN) followed by
Post Nitridation Anneal (PNA) [7]. Gate stack formation is
completed by TiN MG and poly-Si deposition, and is followed
by gate patterning and Source/Drain formation to complete the
transistor process.

Fig. 4. ARXPS measurements to demonstrate (a) Hf and O intermixing and
(b) N penetration following PHKN for Chem-Ox and UT-IL stacks.

Fig. 2.

Block diagram of different gate insulator process flows.

ensures proper ALD HK growth on thermal IL similar to that
on Chem-Ox. As evident from XPS measurements shown in
Fig. 3(b), Chem-Ox and optimized thermal IL has identical
ALD HK growth, while non-optimized thermal IL shows lower
HK growth, with increase in ALD cycles. Thermal IL has
reduced Hf and O intermixing compared to Chem-Ox IL, as
evident from Angle Resolved (AR) XPS measurements shown
in Fig. 4(a), where both Si2P-O and H4f4 signals show lower
peak and larger tail for Chem-Ox IL compared to thermal IL.
Chem-Ox IL is more porous in nature w.r.t thermal IL, evident
from ARXPS shown in Fig. 4(b), where Chem-Ox IL+PHKN
stack shows larger N1s tail compared to thermal IL+PHKN
stack. Due to this porous nature, higher N penetration into
IL is expected from TiN gate for Chem-Ox IL compared to
thermal IL, even when not subjected to PHKN. Transmission
Electron Micrograph (TEM) shows clear transition from SiO2
to HfOx for both UT-IL and extremely scaled ML-IL stacks
as evident from Fig. 5. UT-IL & ML-IL stacks show similar
time-zero performance as Chem-Ox IL, evident from inversion
gate leakage (JIN V ) versus Capacitance Equivalent Thickness
(CET) trend as shown in Fig.6(a) and mobility versus CET
trend as shown in Fig.6(b).

Fig. 3. XPS measurements of (a) UT-IL and ML-IL thickness growth during
subsequent ALD HfOx deposition and (b) ALD HfOx growth on Chem-Ox,
un-optimized and optimized UT-IL. All thermal ILs are grown in a cluster
tool with no vacuum break between IL and HK.

Integration of IL and HK without air-break in a cluster
tool system helps avoid the commonly encountered problem
of IL thickening during ALD HK deposition. It is evident
from X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) measurements
shown in Fig. 3(a) that UT-IL and ML-IL thicknesses remain
constant with subsequent ALD HK deposition. The cluster
tool system has a novel in-situ IL top surface hydration that

Fig. 5.

XTEM of (left) UT-IL/HfOx and (right) ML-IL/HfOx stacks.
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Fig. 6. (a) Gate leakage and (b) mobility as a function of CET measured
in n- and p- MOSFETs having differently processed gate stacks. Mobility
extraction is done at EOX = 0.8MV/cm.

Fig. 7. Time evolution of ∆VIT for (a) UT-IL and (b) ML-IL 2 stacks
under NBTI stress at different VG,ST R and T. UT-IL thickness is 3Å, MLIL thickness is below 3Å.

III. BTI M EASUREMENT AND A NALYSIS
Time evolution of ∆VT during N and P BTI stress is studied
using the single-point drop down (from stress VG (VG,ST R )
to VG = VDD ) method [8] with a measurement delay of
1ms. Note that ∆VT during N and P BTI can generally be
attributed to trap generation (TG) and trapping in pre-existing
defects (TP) [5], [9]–[11]. TG at or near the Si/IL interface
during N, P BTI stress is studied using Direct Current IV
(DCIV) method [12] in measure-stress-measure (MSM) mode
with a measurement delay of seconds. Transconductance
degradation (∆gm ) due to TG at or very close to the Si/IL
interface and its correlation to ∆VT is extracted from transfer
IV measured in MSM mode. Stress Induced Leakage Current
(SILC) during PBTI stress, presumably due to TG near the
IL/HK interface [13] or in the HK bulk [14], is measured
using carrier separation technique [15] in MSM mode. Process
induced (pre-stress) gate insulator traps in N and P MOSFETs
(that facilitates TP) are estimated using flicker noise [5], [16],
[17].
Figs. 7 and 8 show the time evolution of ∆VT respectively
during N and P BTI stress for different stress voltage (VG,ST R )
and temperature (T) for (a) UT-IL and (b) ML-IL gate stacks.
∆VT shows power law time dependence for both N and P BTI
and also for both UT-IL and ML-IL gate stacks. For a given
device, time exponent (n) remains invariant across different
stress conditions (VG,ST R and T), which is true for both N
and P BTI. However, ML-IL stacks show lower n compared
to UT-IL for both N and P BTI stress. Reduction in n for
the ML-IL stacks is due to its relatively higher density of
pre-existing defects (higher TP) and is discussed later in this
paper.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the time evolution of ∆IDCIV /IDCIV 0
from DCIV measurements respectively during N and P BTI
stress for different VG,ST R and T for (a) UT-IL and (b)
ML-IL gate stacks. DCIV current (IDCIV ) arises out of
recombination of electrons and holes in traps [12] at or near
the Si/IL interface, and increase in IDCIV after stress clearly

Fig. 8. Time evolution of ∆VT for (a) UT-IL and (b) ML-IL 2 stacks under
PBTI stress at different VG,ST R and T. IL thicknesses are mentioned in Fig.7.

indicates the presence of TG during both N and P BTI, and
also for both UT-IL and ML-IL gate stacks. Once again,
power-law time dependence is observed, with similar n across
different VG,ST R and T for a particular device, and lower n
for ML-IL compared to UT-IL stacks, for both N and P BTI.
Note, as DCIV measurements are done in the MSM mode,
recovery during measurement (stress-off) time results in higher
measured n than actual, and differences in recovery magnitude
would likely result in different n in different devices.
Fig. 11 shows time evolution of SILC during PBTI stress for
different VG,ST R and T. It is well-known that SILC is due to
trap assisted tunneling and increase in SILC clearly indicates
TG, although some debate exists regarding the exact location
of these generated traps [13], [14]. Once again, a power law
time dependence is observed, although with n that is much
larger than that for ∆VT and DCIV measurements. Note, SILC
in HKMG stacks shows recovery [10], [14] and would result
in higher n than actual when measured in the MSM mode.
However, this recovery artifact is unlikely to be responsible
for such large differences seen between SILC and PBTI ∆VT
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Fig. 9. Time evolution of TG from DCIV for (a) UT-IL and (b) ML-IL
2 stacks under NBTI stress at different VG,ST R and T. IL thicknesses are
mentioned in Fig.7.

Fig. 10. Time evolution of TG from DCIV for (a) UT-IL and (b) ML-IL
2 stacks under PBTI stress at different VG,ST R and T. IL thicknesses are
mentioned in Fig.7.

data, and more work is needed to understand these differences.
Similar to that shown in [18], negative SILC is observed at
shorter time, although for low VG,ST R and T and only in MLIL stack (Fig. 11(b)) having relatively larger pre-existing bulk
trap density that facilitates TP. This is discussed later in this
paper.
Fig. 12 shows the correlation of ∆gm to ∆VT during N
and P BTI stress for Chem-Ox and UT-IL stacks. NBTI
results in gm degradation in HKMG stacks (similar to that
in SiON devices, which is now well-known), and identical
correlation of ∆gm to ∆VT is observed for thicker and thinner
IL gate stacks, which is fully consistent with NBTI being
dominated by TG at Si/IL interface when obtained from slow
MSM IV data. TG at Si/IL interface is naturally probed by
DCIV [12] as shown in Fig. 9. However, PBTI stress shows
no appreciable ∆gm for both thick and thin IL gate stacks
and indicates negligible IL degradation [10], [19], which is
also fully consistent with negligible PBTI in SiON devices.
Therefore, we speculate that the location of TG in HKMG
stacks as probed by the DCIV method during PBTI stress (see

Fig. 11. Time evolution TG from SILC under PBTI Stress for (a) UT-IL and
(b) ML-IL 2 stacks at different VG,ST R and T. IL thicknesses are mentioned
in Fig.7.

Fig. 12. Correlation of gm degradation to ∆VT for gate stacks having
different IL thickness under NBTI and PBTI stress.

Fig. 10) is at or very near the IL/HK interface (towards HK
and further away from the channel), although this assumption
needs further assessment.
Fig. 13 shows ∆VT and ∆IDCIV /IDCIV 0 as a function
VG,ST R and T during NBTI stress for Chem-Ox IL and UTIL devices. ∆VT and DCIV show similar VG,ST R acceleration
(Γ) for both devices, similar T activation (EA ) for UT-IL,
while ∆VT shows slightly lower EA compared to DCIV for
Chem-Ox. Note, it is now well established in SiON stacks
that NBTI is due to generation of interface traps (∆NIT ),
hole trapping in process related traps (∆NHT ) and bulk trap
generation (∆NOT ) [9], [10], and all components are mutually
uncorrelated. Along similar lines, NBTI in HKMG is primarily
due to ∆NIT (TG at Si/IL interface, independently probed by
DCIV) and ∆NHT (TP in IL hole traps, relative magnitude of
traps estimated from flicker noise), while ∆NOT is negligible
due to low VG drop across IL (as VG,ST R gets divided into
drops across HK and IL, and as ∆NOT has strong VG deacceleration [9], [10]). Since ∆NIT and ∆NHT has similar
Γ [9], [10], ∆VT (∼ ∆NIT + ∆NHT ) and DCIV (∼ ∆NIT )
show similar Γ for both devices. As ∆NHT has lower EA
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than ∆NIT [9], relatively higher ∆NHT in Chem-Ox IL stack
(discussed in detail in section IV) results in lower EA for ∆VT
compared to DCIV. Similar EA for ∆VT and DCIV for UT-IL
stack suggests low ∆NHT in these stacks (discussed in detail
in section IV). Finally as ∆NHT saturates at longer stress
time [9], relatively higher ∆NHT contribution would reduce
the long time n of overall ∆VT as shown in Fig. 7 and is also
discussed in detail in section IV.
To understand and model the gate insulator process impact, NBTI ∆VT data is decomposed into underlying ∆NIT ,

∆NHT and ∆NOT components (∆NOT has negligible contribution in HKMG stacks) by using a simple, closed form
NBTI model [10], [20] as shown in Table-I. The model is
physically based (H/H2 RD model for ∆NIT and 2 energy
well model for ∆NHT [9]) and uses only 4 device dependent
parameters (effectively 3 parameters for HKMG as ∆NOT
is negligible) to predict long time ∆VT time evolution for
different T, VG,ST R , and different gate stacks. The model can
explain both SiON and HKMG data with consistent set of
model parameters, refer to [10], [20], [21] for more details.
Fig. 14 shows measured data and model prediction, together
with underlying components, for (a) UT-IL and (b) ML-IL
devices, and for different VG,ST R and T for (c) UT-IL and
(d) ML-IL devices. Similar exercise is done for all gate stacks
and used in section IV to explain NBTI process dependence.

Fig. 13. Measured ∆VT and TG from DCIV for thick and thin IL gate
stacks during NBTI stress as a function of VG,ST R (across IL) and T.
TABLE I
S IMPLIFIED NBTI M ODEL

For Stress
∆NIT = A(VG − VT 0 − ∆VT )ΓIT e−
where EAIT = ( 23 (EAkf − EAkr ) +
∆NHT = B(VG − VT 0 −
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A, B, C & ΓIT (= ΓHT ) are variable across devices

Fixed Parameters (constant across devices)
EAkf = 0.175eV

EAkr = 0.2eV

EADH2 = 0.6eV

EAHT = 0.03eV

EAOT = 0.15eV

βOT =0.36eV

ΓOT = 9

η = 5x1012

For details refer [10] & [20]

Fig. 14. Measured ∆VT and model prediction during NBTI stress on UT-IL
and ML-IL2 stacks, where (a, b) underlying ∆VIT and ∆VHT components
are shown, and (c, d) prediction shown for different VG,ST R and T. ∆NOT
under these stress conditions is negligible and not shown. NBTI model shown
in Table-I has been used. IL thicknesses are mentioned in Fig.7.

Fig. 15 shows ∆VT , DCIV and SILC data as a function
of VG,ST R and T during PBTI stress in Chem-Ox and UT-IL
devices. SILC shows much larger Γ and EA compared to ∆VT
and DCIV for both devices. ∆VT shows slightly higher Γ and
slightly smaller EA compared to DCIV. As PBTI shows no IL
degradation, TG probed by DCIV and SILC must come from
that in IL/HK interface and/or HK bulk. Very different n, EA
and Γ for TG probed by DCIV and SILC suggest two different
types of traps. It has been proposed [10] that DCIV probes TG
at the IL/HK interface (∆NIT −HK ) and SILC probes TG in
the HK bulk (∆NOT −HK ) [14]. As shown in [10], [11], ∆VT
during PBTI consists of TG together with TP due to electron
trapping in HK bulk traps (∆NET ). Assuming similar Γ for
∆NIT −HK and ∆NET , higher Γ for ∆VT (∼ ∆NIT −HK +
∆NET +∆NOT −HK ) when compared to DCIV (∼ NIT −HK )
is attributed to the contribution due to ∆NOT −HK (probed by
SILC). Lower EA for ∆VT when compared to DCIV can be
explained by assuming a much lower EA for ∆NET (electron
trapping in HK bulk traps).
To understand and model the gate insulator process impact,
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Fig. 15. Measured ∆VT and TG from both DCIV and SILC for thick and
thin IL gate stacks during PBTI stress as a function of VG,ST R and T.

PBTI ∆VT data is decomposed into underlying ∆NIT –HK ,
∆NET and ∆NOT –HK components using a simple, closed
form model [10], [11] as shown in Table-II. The model uses
only 6 device dependent parameters to predict long time ∆VT
time evolution across different T, VG,ST R , and different gate
stacks. It should be noted that unlike NBTI, more work is
needed to understand the physical mechanism responsible for
TG and TP in PBTI, which is beyond the scope of the present
paper. Fig. 16 shows measured data and model prediction,
together with underlying components, for (a) UT-IL and (b)
ML-IL devices, and for different VG,ST R and T for (c) UTIL and (d) ML-IL devices. Similar exercise is done for all
gate stacks and used in section V to explain PBTI process
dependence. The model, although empirical, can predict ∆VT
data obtained for different VG,ST R and T and across different
gate stacks with consistent set of model parameters (see [10]
for further details).
TABLE II
PBTI E MPIRICAL M ODEL
For Stress

∆NIT –HK = A(VG–HK )ΓIT –HK e−
t
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A, B, C, ΓIT –HK , ΓET and EAIT –HK are variable across devices
Fixed Parameters (constant across devices)

EA–ET = 0.03eV

EAOT –HK = 0.52eV

ΓOT –HK = 15

η = 5x1012
For details refer [10]

βOT =0.36eV

Fig. 16. Measured ∆VT and model prediction during PBTI stress on UTIL and ML-IL2 stacks, where (a, b) underlying ∆VIT –HK and ∆VET
components are shown, and (c, d) prediction shown for different VG,ST R
and T. ∆NOT –HK under these stress conditions is negligible and not shown.
PBTI model shown in Table-II has been used. IL thicknesses are mentioned
in Fig.7.

IV. G ATE I NSULATOR P ROCESS I MPACT ON NBTI
Fig. 17 shows gate oxide field (EOX ) dependence of (a)
∆VT and (b) TG from DCIV (∆IDCIV /IDCIV 0 ) during
NBTI for Chem-Ox and UT-IL stacks without and with PHKN.
UT-IL shows 2X lower ∆VT and similar (slightly lower) TG
w.r.t Chem-Ox IL. PHKN of both stacks increases ∆VT ; UTIL+PHKN still has lower ∆VT w.r.t Chem-Ox IL+PHKN.
PHKN results in reduction in TG for UT-IL but increase in TG
for Chem-Ox IL. Fig. 17(c) shows correlation of ∆VT to TG
for these stacks, indicating higher TP contribution for ChemOx IL compared to UT-IL, and also higher TP contribution
for stacks subjected to PHKN. Relative magnitude of TP is
fully consistent with IL trap density estimated using flicker
noise, shown in Fig. 17(d). Note, higher hole trap density
for Chem-Ox IL is due to larger Hf-O intermixing and larger
N penetration from TiN gate as Chem-Ox IL is porous in
nature. Higher hole trap density for Chem-Ox IL and for gate
stacks subjected to PHKN is fully consistent with SiON results
[9], [10], [20]–[23]. The physical mechanism responsible for
higher hole traps due to presence of Hf and N in SiO2 IL
needs further study and is beyond the scope of the present
paper.
Fig. 18(a) shows experimental parameters for stacks used
in Fig. 17. Of particular interest is n and EA , which are found
to be lower for Chem-Ox IL w.r.t UT-IL, and lower values are
seen for PHKN stacks. Fig. 18(b) shows ∆VT and extracted
∆VIT (= q∆NIT /CET ) and ∆VHT (= q∆NHT /CET ),
obtained using the model described in Table-I. Relatively
higher contribution from ∆VHT (which saturates at long time
and has lower EA ) is seen for Chem-Ox IL compared to UTIL and also for PHKN stacks, and can explain lower n and EA
values for these stacks. Chem-Ox IL has lower Γ compared
to UT-IL, and can be due to higher N penetration owing to
its porous nature. Note, it is well known from SiON data that
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Fig. 17. Impact of IL processes (Chem-Ox IL , UT-IL ) and PHKN on
NBTI: EOX dependence of (a) ∆VT and (b) TG from DCIV; (c) correlation
of TG and ∆VT ; (d) pre-stress IL hole trap density from flicker noise. UT-IL
thicknesses is 3Å.

Fig. 19. EOX dependence of (a) ∆VT and (b) TG from DCIV during NBTI
in UT-IL stacks having different IL and HK thickness.

Fig. 18. Impact of IL processes (Chem-Ox IL , UT-IL ) and PHKN on NBTI:
(a) CET and measured NBTI parameters n, EA , Γ; (b) measured ∆VT and
extracted TG (∆VIT ) and TP (∆VHT ) components at EOX = 7MV/cm, T
= 1300 C and t-stress = 1000s. Components are extracted using the NBTI
model shown in Table-I. UT-IL thicknesses is 3Å.

Fig. 20. Impact of N based IL scaling on NBTI: EOX dependence of (a)
∆VT and (b) TG from DCIV; (c) correlation of TG and ∆VT ; (d) pre-stress
IL hole trap density from flicker noise. IL thicknesses are mentioned in Fig.7.

higher N close to the Si/SiO2 interface results in reduction
in Γ [22], [23]. PHKN causes reduction in Γ as shown, which
is also consistent with SiON results, see [22] , [23] for details.
Fig. 19 shows EOX dependence of (a) ∆VT and (b) TG
from DCIV during NBTI for UT-IL stacks having different IL
and HK thicknesses. Identical ∆VT (when normalized to CET)
and TG are observed across all stacks, which clearly indicates
very low TP in UT-IL. Low process induced hole traps in UTIL is attributed to lower Hf-O intermixing resulting in clear
IL/HK transition, and also denser quality of thermal IL that
prevents N penetration from TiN gate, as discussed in section
II, and is consistent with higher Γ observed for these stacks.
Fig. 20 shows EOX dependence of (a) ∆VT and (b) TG
from DCIV during NBTI for UT-IL and ML-IL stacks (MLIL2 has 1Å lower CET compared to ML-IL 1 stack). ML-IL
stacks are fabricated using N surface passivation and show
higher ∆VT but lower TG compared to UT-IL, and the trend is
similar to the comparison between UT-IL and UT-IL+PHKN

stacks as shown in Fig. 17. Fig. 20(c) shows correlation of
∆VT to TG for these stacks, indicating higher TP contribution
for N based ML-IL, which is consistent with IL hole trap
density extracted from flicker noise as shown in Fig. 20(d),
and also with SiON results [22], [23].
Fig. 21(a) shows experimental parameters for stacks used
in Fig. 20, and ∆VT along with extracted NBTI components
(∆VIT and ∆VHT ) are shown in Fig. 21(b). N containing MLIL stacks show lower n, EA and Γ, which is consistent with
PHKN results shown in Fig. 18 and also consistent with SiON
results [23]. Higher relative ∆VHT contribution extracted for
ML-IL stacks (see Fig. 21(b)) is fully consistent with reduced
n and EA observed in these stacks.
V. G ATE I NSULATOR P ROCESS I MPACT ON PBTI
Fig. 22 shows EOX dependence of (a) ∆VT and (b) TG
from DCIV during PBTI for Chem-Ox and UT-IL stacks. HK
bulk trap density as obtained from pre-stress flicker noise is
shown in the inset of Fig. 22(b). Similar ∆VT , TG and electron
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Fig. 21. Impact of N based IL scaling on NBTI: (a) CET and measured
NBTI parameters n, EA , Γ; (b) measured ∆VT and extracted TG (∆VIT )
and TP (∆VHT ) components at EOX = 7MV/cm, T = 1300 C and t-stress
= 1000s. Components are extracted using the NBTI model shown in Table-I.
IL thicknesses are mentioned in Fig.7.

Fig. 22. EOX dependence of (a) ∆VT and (b) TG from DCIV during
PBTI in Chem-Ox IL and UT-IL stacks. Inset shows pre-stress HK electron
trap density from flicker noise. UT-IL thicknesses is 3Å.

trap density in HK bulk are observed for both stacks [5], which
suggests similar HK quality between both stacks and clearly
demonstrates the effectiveness of the in-situ hydration process
Fig. 23 shows EOX dependence of (a) ∆VT and (b) TG
from DCIV during PBTI for UT-IL, UT-IL+PHKN and MLIL gate stacks. Presence of N results in reduction in ∆VT
(compared to UT-IL) as can be seen from PHKN and ML-IL
1 stacks, only extremely scaled ML-IL 2 stack shows increase
in ∆VT . Similar trends are observed for TG, with reduction
(compared to UT-IL) seen for PHKN and ML-IL1 stacks and
increase for ML-IL2 stack (see Fig. 23(b)). Correlation of TG
to ∆VT , as shown in Fig. 23(c), suggests higher TP for PHKN
and ML-IL stacks, which is consistent with extracted HK trap
density by using flicker noise as shown in Fig. 23(d).
Fig. 24 shows correlation of ∆VT during PBTI with TG
from SILC measurements for UT-IL, UT-IL+PHKN and MLIL stacks. Similar to that seen in Fig. 23(c) for TG obtained by
using DCIV, higher ∆VT is seen for a given TG, now obtained

Fig. 23. Impact of PHKN and N based IL scaling on PBTI: EOX dependence
of (a) ∆VT and (b) TG from DCIV; (c) correlation of TG and ∆VT ; (d)
pre-stress HK electron trap density from flicker noise. IL thicknesses are
mentioned in Fig.7.

Fig. 24. Impact of PHKN and N based IL scaling on PBTI: Correlation of
∆VT to TG from SILC. IL thicknesses are mentioned in Fig.7.

using SILC, and suggests higher TP in stacks containing N. It
is noted that N causes reduction in SILC, and stacks having
higher TP show negative SILC (see Fig. 11). The fundamental
physical mechanism responsible for higher HK electron traps
due to the presence of N needs further study and is beyond
the scope of the present paper.
Fig. 25(a) shows experimental parameters for stacks used
in Fig. 23. ∆VT together with extracted PBTI components ∆VIT −HK (= q∆NIT −HK /CET ) and ∆VET (=
q∆NET /CET ) for these stacks are shown in Fig. 25(b).
The model shown in Table-II has been used for extraction
of ∆VIT −HK and ∆VET . ∆NOT −HK as probed by SILC is
presumed to have 2nd order effect and is neglected, as ∆VT
shows n, EA and Γ that are similar to ∆NIT −HK probed
by DCIV and very different from ∆NOT −HK probed by
SILC (see Fig.8, Fig.10, Fig.11 and Fig.15). Once again, of
particular interest is n and EA , which reduces (when compared
to UT-IL) for UT-IL+PHKN and ML-IL stacks. This is fully
consistent with higher ∆VET (presumably saturates at longer
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Fig. 25. Impact of PHKN and N based IL scaling on PBTI: (a) CET and
measured PBTI parameters n, EA , Γ; (b) measured ∆VT and extracted TG
(∆VIT −HK ) and TP (∆VET ) components at EOX = 7MV/cm, T = 1300 C
and t-stress = 1000s. Components are extracted using the PBTI model shown
in Table-II. IL thicknesses are mentioned in Fig.7.

Fig. 26. Impact of IL scaling: ∆VT (at fixed overdrive bias of 1V) as
a function of CET during (a) NBTI and (b)PBTI stress. Thermal IL data
are measured in this work. Chem-Ox IL data taken from [4] are shown
as reference. For NBTI, SiON data from [23] are shown as an additional
reference.

time and has lower EA ) observed in these stacks, and is also
consistent with HK trap density from flicker noise shown in
Fig. 23(d). Unlike NBTI, no particular trend is observed for
N impact on Γ for PBTI stress, as shown in Fig. 25(a).
VI. I MPACT OF IL S CALING ON N, P BTI
Fig. 26 shows increase in ∆VT for (a) NBTI and (b) PBTI
at fixed gate overdrive bias as CET of gate stack is reduced
by IL scaling. The Chem-Ox reference data obtained from
[4] shows 2X increase in ∆VT with every 1Å reduction in
CET for both N and P BTI. Thermal IL stacks show a much
lower rate, with 2X increase in ∆VT with every 2Å reduction
in CET, once again for both N and P BTI. For NBTI, SiON
data are also shown for reference [23], which demonstrate
similar trend as thermal IL. Note, a fixed gate overdrive would
cause increase in EOX as CET is scaled, which would increase
TG and TP components of BTI. Since ∆VIT and ∆VHT for
NBTI (∆VIT −HK and ∆VET for PBTI) have similar Γ, in
the absence of any additional effects, both TG and TP are
expected to increase by the same rate due to increase in EOX
at scaled CET.
Fig. 27 shows extracted (a) TG (∆VIT ) and (b) TP (∆VHT )
for NBTI and (c) TG (∆VIT −HK ) and (d) TP (∆VET ) for
PBTI as a function of CET obtained by IL scaling. Models
shown in Tables I and II have been used for the calculations.
For thermal IL, TG and TP were extracted from measured data.
For Chem-Ox IL, TG and TP were extracted to maintain 2X
increase in ∆VT for every 1Å reduction in CET, by keeping
measured data as a reference. Although both TG and TP
increases with scaling as expected (due to increase in EOX ),
TP shows relatively larger increase than TG for both N and P
BTI, and the increase in TP is much larger for N than P BTI.
Relatively larger increase in TP with IL scaling is consistent
with lower time exponent n for ML-IL compared to UT-IL
stacks, see Figs. 7, 8. Moreover for both N and P BTI, ChemOx IL shows larger relative increase in TG and TP compared

Fig. 27. Impact of IL scaling on underlying BTI components: Calculated
values of (a, c) TG and (b, d) TP as a function of CET for UT-IL & Chem-Ox
IL stacks. See text for details.

to thermal IL stacks.
Thermal IL scaling is done by using N (either UT-IL+PHKN
or N containing ML-IL), hence IL scaled stacks show relatively larger TP during NBTI, as N increases hole traps [22],
although some relief is obtained due to lower trapping volume.
Chem-Ox IL stacks suffer from higher Hf-O intermixing and
higher N penetration from TiN gate. Both these effects result
in high IL hole traps, and the situation becomes worse with IL
scaling as IL/HK interface comes closer to the Si/IL interface.
Therefore, Chem-Ox IL stacks show much larger relative
increase in TP during NBTI as IL is scaled.
For PBTI, Chem-Ox IL shows larger increase in TP with IL
scaling compared to thermal IL stacks. We speculate this is due
to poorer ALD HfOx quality when deposited using ALD on
Chem-Ox scavenged stacks. PBTI improvement for thermal IL
stacks can also be attributed to presence of N in UT-IL+PHKN
and ML-IL stacks. Although N results in somewhat higher HK
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electron traps and hence higher TP, more importantly, it causes
a significant reduction in TG at the IL/HK interface as probed
by DCIV (also in HK bulk as probed by SILC), which helps
in lowering the overall ∆VT . In principle, Chem-Ox IL stacks
can also be nitrided to reduce PBTI, but due to its porous
nature, N would likely diffuse inside IL and would result in
very large increase in NBTI which may not be acceptable.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Scaled HKMG stacks are fabricated using a novel cluster
tool system that integrates low T RTP for IL and ALD for HK
without vacuum break. For the same EOT, thermal IL stack
shows 2X lower NBTI w.r.t Chem-Ox IL stack with no PBTI
penalty. EOT scaling down to 6Å by thermal IL scaling shows
a reduced rate of increase in N and P BTI (2X/2Å) compared
to Chem-Ox IL scavenged stacks (2X/1Å). PBTI improvement is caused by reduction in HfOx trap generation due to
presence of N. NBTI improvement is due to superior thermal
IL quality with less Hf/O intermixing and lower N penetration
that leads to lower IL hole traps. Proposed solution enables
EOT scaling by overcoming the BTI limitations observed in
Chem-Ox IL based HKMG stacks.
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